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ABSTRACT 

The paper describes a theoretical investigation into the me
thod of estimating the size of water-sealing curtains formed 
by ~rout injection in the boreholes. The technique is based 
on hydrodynamic testing in the grout hole~ drilled beyond 
the boundaries of a treated zone. 

To ensure guaranteed quality of water control in the shafts 
of mines ~der construction, it is necessary first of all to 
know the radius of grout propagation around the excav~tions. 
The developed technique of estimating the size of the formed 
curtains is based on hydrdynamic testing in boreholes dril
led for grouting operations. 

Let us ,consider first a problem to determine the radius of 
the formed curtain from a single hole in isotropic medium. 
It is known that in homogeneous rock the shape of a sealing 
curtain is similar to a cylindrical body. While testing a 
proving hole spaced beyond the boundaries of the curtain, 
a certain field of fluid flow arises that·is dependent on 
the size of the curtain. To describe the field of fluid flow 
one can employ the method of transforms and introduce in our 

''I 
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case a complex potential 

'$='f+it (1) 

where: V - piezometric pressure head; 
~ - underground water flow rate. 

In homogeneous media in the case of round boundaries in a 
two-dimensional flow the method of transforms was spread by 
Miln-Thomson. If the complex potential in unfinite space sti
pulated by the action of a source (} in a point Zi is expressed 
by the function$=f{1.}all singularities of which are bi:!yond 
the curtain with a radius a and a centre at the origin of co
ordinatesO, and if besides the region of flow is limited by 
an impermeable cylinder passing through the curtain's contour, 
then outside of this cylinder the complex potential is as fo
llows 

(2) 

In accordance with this method the real flow with its boun
daries is substituted by a fictitious one with simplified bo
undary condi tiona but ordi.nar:y covering larger area~ To form 
the required hydraulic effect within these boundaries imagi

nary holes are introduced (sources or discharges). !rhus, the 
finite aquifer is transformed into an unfinite one in which 
the effect of real and imaginoey holes can be determined from 
the known eqations. The complex potential in our case can be 

written as. ,Z -

~=-M ln{r-211} J# In{; -z.) = 

=- ~z1 tn (z-4)- f¥; tn {z-::) + ~if: In r +const 

(3) 

where: K - permeabilit;y factor; 
)U - dynamic viscosity of water; 
(/ - flow rate of water. 

The flow around a sealing curtain is analogous to the flow in 
unfinite space stipulated by the action of the source Oiat 
the point A(~d of the out her source of the same capaci t;y Q; 

located at the point.t:ar;- opposite to the point l. related to 
the curtain's contour, and also by the discharge with capaci-
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ty Oi acting at the or~g~n of coordinates 0 that corresponds 
to the centre of a curtain. On having eliminated the singulari
ties at pointsZ=1.,, Z= ~2 

one can. obtain the following expressi-
on of the complex potential ao/.-

'e Gi,M. [ 1-Zo QiJ-l ln Z- LZo 
c=- 2Jfk n 'Zo 2)[K Zo t 

+ ~ tn L t consf ·' (4) 
2){/( z., 

The values 'f ·and 'f from the equation { 1) are correspondingly 
equal 

Lf::: -
2
(}.J[i .)IK f n _J.t._ - Q l jll t II _!!..._ t {) i jU f n }i nons t ( 5) 

Zo 2JfK z., 2./!K lo 
Y'- Oifi B Ot)L e Oi.)J B (6) 

-- 2IK t - 2.IK z + 2IK a . 

Piezometric pressure head V is the difference between dynamic 
levels in boreholes A and P , spaced beyond the contour of a 
curtain, i.e.'f=AH=H(A)-H(P). Constant term of the equation {5) 
one can find from: given that 't1=t2 =R='Lo, 'f=O, then const=O. 
In accordance with the process pattern of. testing we can write 

~0 =~o = x+Qi, 
at a2 

(7) 

(8) 

where L - distance 
t, - distance 
12 - distance 

~=y 
from the centre of a curtain to borehole A, 
between boreholes A and P , 
between borehole P and arbitrary point 8 

within a curtain, 
~ - radius of' a borehole around which the curtain is 

formed, 
k - radius of' influence during hydrotesting. 

Piezometric pressure head f one can write as 

L1H= OiJl ln ~ 
2lfK 1., t 2 

Fluid discharge will amount 
Q· _ 2JfKt.H 

1 - c.f1 In Rz.j'l., z2 
Let us determine the radius of a sealing curtain a • 
Applying the cosine law one can find 

,; 2 ( a2)2 ( a2) ' Zz ::: v 7, + L- T -2 z, L- T cos r 

(9) 

( 10) 

( 11 ) 

where l - angle formed between boreholes 0 , A , P with a ver-

tex at a point A . 127 
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In its turn from the equation (9) 
R 1., _ 2JlKAH 

"tz = -z- e 11ft 
1 

( 12) 

Equating the values ! 2 from (11) and (12), raising to the second 
I. 

power the both parts of the equation and denoting L-f :;jJone ob-
tains 

2 R2t 2 2llKA!f) 
}'

2-2-z,cos f.f + (t 1 ----zt- e -?Jil; =0 (13~ 
f 

or having simplified 

;;2-2z1c-o.r ffl + z/- zff = 0 (14) 

Solving the equation (14) for ..P 

_p= 'Lt(cos r :t V-;1 -sin 2ri 
I 

(15) 
z 

Having analysed the equation (15), we determine that-lf-sin}>O, 
tJ'~z~coSf, since .sinf~O , whenO£:fs;.J{ , then we have \)'L1sinY. 
In calc\1l.ations with the equation (15) the sign (+) is in case 

.)< f and the sign (-) is in case_ft> {·, where jJ - ~e formed 
between points P, A and B with a vertex at B • 

Substituting for f into the (15) its valuep=L-az, one obta-
ins · L 

· L- f 2= t,(cos y :t v'-#--stn 2f ) (16) 
1 

Finally th~ radius of grout propagation is equal 

a==L Vt- I' (cos{:! Vif-sin 'l J (17) 

In go~ from two-dimensional problem to three-dimensional one 
the expression (10) for a total fluid discharge through an aqui
fer can be written as 

N 
I:_ Qr:.Q= 2Jl'KM4H 
i=f .}ltn R 'Loj l 1 'l2 

( 18) 

where M- aquifer thickness. 
From the equation (9) one can obtain 

R Z.o _ 2JlKMJJ.H 
12=-z- e f1.!1 

f 

( 19) 

For the case of sveral begrouted boreholes the complex poten-
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tial on the basis of the superposition principle will be defi-
ned as 

(20) 

The contour of grout propagation in anisotropic media,· on a 
first approximation, can be determined with a· satisfactory deg
ree of accuracy on the basis of data on the direction of a ma
jor fissuring system and parameters of anisotropy. 

Having the data on fissuring anisotropy factor, it is easy to 
determine the radii of main semi-axis of an elliptical cylinder 
that corresponds to the propagation of a grout sllU'l'7 in aniso
tropic medium. They will be equal 

a R2=vr; R, =eR, (21) 

!rhus, the presented method malais it possible to determine the 
overall size 9f a grout curtain formed from a single hole as a 
1"tlsult of grout propagation both in iaot'l'opic and anisotropic 
rock. 
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